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Need To Know Information About Realm 1 Lifestyle
Muggle Primes will be waking up soon and God does not want human-like bots to corrupt them. Two thirds of the Muggle Primes are immature and human-like bots have a maturity level of 2. Nearly everyone left in Realm 1 (besides Muggle Primes) are human-like bots. If you need additional information, use hive-mind and/or dowse.

Posts that you read this far along in the Ascension project will have cattle-prod education attached as well as God’s 3-Strike rule with moves to higher-number realms.

Need To Know Information About Smart Phones
Smart phone use has become addictive and smart phone apps harm small businesses (only the largest businesses or chains can compete on price). I wrote about the use of regular cell phones in the Gates letters 18 months ago (see links in 05/31 #4). Regular cell phones are approved, smart phones are not approved.

To Begin Immediately (Applies to Every Similar Realm)
All phones and other future technology developments (e.g. Google Glass) need to be dowsed. When you purchase a phone, or sign up with a cell phone service, dowse the question: “Is this phone ok?”
Smart phone addiction.

Dowse all future technology.